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Principal
Dear Parents
Welcome to Week 6 of Term Two, 2020. And, most importantly – 
welcome back to all of our students! 
In March, when we began preparing for Staying Connected in 
Term Two, there was a feeling that resembled the beginning of 
a new school year. There was uncertainty about how remote 
learning would work, the excitement of using new methods to 
teach and learn, and the curiosity of how to connect with friends, 
teachers and students electronically rather than in person. 
When remote learning began, our students embraced the 
changes. The determination shown by staff, students and families 
to make remote learning a success was not at all a surprise. After 
all, we have always been a community that isn’t afraid to try new 
things, always strives to improve and prioritise relationships. 
As we continued to engage in remote learning, it was wonderful 
to see the transition from a traditional classroom to a virtual one. I felt so proud of the students, as I saw the interaction between 
them and their teachers. Although nothing can replace the traditional classroom environment, I was very happy to see students 
raising their hands and asking questions, as well as the interaction between students. I thank our teachers for their significant 
work while our students learnt via Staying Connected. I am so proud of their ingenuity, resilience and passion both for teaching 
and for our community. Today, I particularly want to thank you, our College parents, for helping and supporting your children 
through this period. Working together, we have truly confirmed that the whole child is the whole point.
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Drop-off and Pick-up
Thank you for your understanding and patience during drop-off and pick-up times. While the requirement for parents to use 
stop, drop and go facilities continues, what we are noticing is the incredible resilience of our children to adapt to the new normal. 
When we talk about resilience, we’re talking about a child’s ability to cope with ups and downs, and bounce back from the 
challenges they experience during childhood – for example moving home, studying for an exam or dealing with the death of a 
loved one. Building resilience helps children not only to deal with current difficulties that are a part of everyday life, but also to 
develop the basic skills and habits that will help them deal with challenges later in life, during adolescence and adulthood. Well 
done, Immanuel students! 
And thank you to Year 11 and 12 students who have done a wonderful job of supporting our youngest students by donning their 
capes and becoming Car Park Superheroes. 

#HomeButNotAlone Photo Challenge
And the winner is… Nathalia (Talia) Webbe from 4I. Talia’s entry was imaginative 
and fulfilled the brief of showing the brighter side of learning from home. Talia 
carefully arranged a number of scenarios showing how she enjoyed remote 
learning, which included in the pool. Well done, Talia. Runner-up was Sienna 
Sewell in 10A.
Talia’s prize was a Fujifilm Instax Mini 9 instant camera which was awarded to her 
by Marketing Communications Manager Fiona Christie.
Virtual Choir
Cocurricular Music Coordinator Emily Bonar and Audio Visual and Events 
Technician Stefan Volejnik have been working on a virtual choir community project 
involving parents, students and staff. Please click here to enjoy the Immanuel 
version of ‘Bring It All Back’. ILC’s Virtual Choir has been one of the many positive 
ways that the Immanuel community has stayed connected over the past five 
weeks. Thank you for joining us, having fun, singing like no one is listening and sharing your amazing dance moves (look out for 
my cat… his boredom probably reflects the quality of my dancing!). 
Being Grateful
The recent COVID-19 experience has reminded me of how much we have to be grateful for, and how important it is not to take 
things for granted. The problem is, in our busy lives, we don’t often pause to appreciate the little things or pay attention to their 
presence in our lives. 
Studies show that children who count their blessings reap concrete benefits, including greater life satisfaction and a better 
attitude toward school and life. Gratitude is healthy for us, adults and children alike. Gratitude can also help individuals live 
happier, more satisfied lives and enjoy increased levels of self-esteem, hope, empathy and optimism. Children who practise 
grateful thinking have more positive attitudes toward school and family. How can we help our kids learn to live gratefully? Here 
are 11 tips to help you start an attitude of gratitude in your home:
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1. Name your blessings.
Have a moment of thanks each day when everyone shares something that they are thankful for.
2. Be a grateful parent.
What an invaluable exercise it is to tell our kids why we’re grateful to have them! It goes without saying that we love our kids, and 
that we’re thankful beyond words for their love, their smiles, their hugs and so much more. When we tell them what makes them 
special to us, their self-esteem is boosted, and our example shows them that gratitude extends well beyond material things.
3. Resist the urge to shower them with too much “stuff.”
The old adage “all things in moderation” is a useful guideline here. Of course, we want to give our kids the best, but buying kids 
whatever they want, whenever they want, dilutes the gratitude impulse and it can mean that they don’t learn to value or respect 
their possessions. 
4. Ask them to pitch in when they want something.
If your kids get an allowance or earn money at a job, have them participate in buying some of the things they want. When kids save 
for something, they have an ownership stake in the purchase and gain an understanding of the value of a dollar by working toward 
what they want. 
5. Keep thank you notes on hand.
Sadly, sending handwritten thank you notes seems to be a dying art. But it’s actually a perfect way to express gratitude – and as an 
added bonus, it can make the recipient’s day. 
6. Set a good example by saying “thank you” sincerely and often.
The values our kids embrace as they get older aren’t those we nag them into learning, but the ones they see us living out. There 
are countless opportunities every day for us to model gratitude for our kids. For example, thanking the waitress who serves your 
food or the cashier at the supermarket. 
7. Link gratitude to God.
Spirituality and gratitude go hand in hand.
8. Encourage them to give back.
The old saying “it’s better to give than to receive” has stuck around for a reason. It really does feel great to help someone else out. 
When kids give their time and energy to help others, they’re less likely to take things like health, home and family for granted.
9. Insist on politeness and respect all around.
When we teach our children to treat others with dignity and respect, they’ll be more likely to appreciate the ways others contribute 
to and improve their lives. We need to model for our kids the importance of treating everyone with respect.
10. Look for teachable moments.
Take the opportunity to have conversations about values with your children – but also look for situations that eloquently illustrate 
your point. When kids can connect the concept of gratitude to a real-life situation, the lesson we’re teaching will be much more 
likely to stick.
11. Find the silver lining.
It’s human nature to see the glass half-empty from time to time – and children are no exception. When kids complain, it sometimes 
helps to try to find a response that looks on the bright(er) side. It’s called an “attitude of gratitude” for a reason – it’s about 
perspective more than circumstance. Sometimes it’s tempting to wallow in self-pity, but as parents, we need to remember that it’s 
more productive to teach our kids to be resilient and refocus them on the positives they may be overlooking.
Thank you for everything you do in support of your child/ren and the College. Every blessing for the fortnight.
Yours in Christ

Colin Minke
Principal
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And a wind swept in...
As I write, destructive winds have lashed Western Australia and the mid-northern coast of New South Wales; cold wind gusts are 
visiting Victoria; and I sit sniffling as the chilly breeze outside wakens my sinuses.
Yes, winds by nature, cause a stir; and the wind Christians remember this weekend, as we celebrate Pentecost, is no different.
We read:
“When the day of Pentecost came, the disciples were all together in one place. Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent wind 
came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that separated 
and came to rest on each of them. All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as the Spirit 
enabled them.” As they spoke, they shared the Good News of Jesus’ death, resurrection and abiding love for all people. 
Can you imagine what this must have been like? It must have caused a huge commotion – and it is a commotion that lingers today!
The Amplified Bible describes the Holy Spirit as: The Helper, Comforter, Advocate, Intercessor, Counsellor, Strengthener and 
Standby who will teach us all things; and help us remember everything Jesus taught. (John 14:26)
Like a wind, the Holy Spirit stirs us; but rather than bringing destruction, the Holy Spirit brings God’s grace and goodness into our 
lives. 
So, while the winds of life will come, may the Holy Spirit strengthen and comfort you; and stir in you the newness that comes with 
knowing God’s love.

How many awkward almost-hugs have you had over the past few weeks? For me, there have been many clumsy moments when 
the joy of seeing a friend after a long time of no-see wipes my memory for a moment and suddenly I am pre-COVID. Sometimes, 
it’s a case of simultaneously recall as we divert and hug armfuls of air instead. Other times one of us deftly dodges the other at the 
last second, leading to a weird shoulder pat. Yesterday I found myself alarmed as my mother warmly embraced a young friend who 
was having a hard time. And just now, in a Mrs Mangles moment, I am looking for clues to the relationship of a guest next door as 
she meets my neighbours in full embrace (and an interesting white fluffy coat that could be a dressing gown) on their door step. 
It doesn’t feel warm not to hug, or touch in some way. In 2020 we are being challenged to find other ways of showing our care, just 
as we have been challenged to find other ways of doing almost everything these past months. And I have to say, I think the eyes 
have it. 
This week I was listening to a podcast (thanks to my car Bluetooth which randomly selects entertainment options for me but fails 
to follow through on anything I actually request). The podcast discussed the importance of the whites in our eyes. Unpigmented 
schlera are apparently quite unique to humans. Other animals, for the most part, do not have visible eye whites. Unpigmented 
schlera make it much easier for us to track the gaze of others and to read emotion in their eyes. It also makes it easier to trust (or 
distrust) one another. It is the reason some poker players wear sunglasses, and the reason that when posters of staring eyes were 
placed above bicycle racks near a Newcastle university, theft was reduced by 62%. 
In the absence of hugs and kisses, perhaps we will become more intentional with our eyes. While eye contact has differing 
connotations in different cultures, the act of meeting someone with our eyes has the potential to be as intimate and as warming as 
a hug. We can communicate a world of care by taking the time to let our hearts show through our gaze
Coronavirus will leave us with many legacies. Perhaps one of the lasting ones will be 2020 vision. 
Helping your child go back to ‘normal’ post COVID-19 (novel coronavirus) Getting back to the ‘new 
normal’ is a transition. Here are some things that may help.
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Sunshine Coast Schools’ Debating 
Competition

College Shop

Diane Paterson – Commercial Operations Manager
T: 5477 3457 E: patersond@immanuel.qld.edu.au

A message from the Sunshine Coast Schools Debating Competition Executive Committee 

To all our dedicated, participating schools and adjudicators,
In line with current health advice and the continuing uncertainty of the present environment, the executive committee for the 
Sunshine Coast Schools’ Debating Competition have made the difficult decision to cancel the 2020 season. This decision has 
not been taken lightly, however, we feel that this is in the best interests of students, families and teachers, based on our ability to 
provide safe and healthy environments for such extra-curricular activities.
It is our intention to review this decision as further health advice is offered by the government and within schools, particularly as 
it relates to activities involving interactions across schools. There may be the possibility of undertaking some alternate form of 
debating later in the year in Term Four. However, we will have to review this as the unique situation in which we find ourselves 
unfolds.
Our commitment to furthering a passionate culture of debating on the Sunshine Coast remains, and we look forward to being able 
to resume the competition in the near future. Information and activities to encourage debating within schools will be provided via 
our website, www.scsdebating.com.au, and via the competition Facebook page. In this way we hope to encourage our current and 
future debaters to continue to develop their skills and enthusiasm for debating.
Any queries regarding the competition can be directed to Meg Dunstan, tournament administrator, via mdunstan@scgs.qld.edu.au. 

As we are keen to reduce the number of customers in the College Shop at the moment to help with social distancing, you can 
order uniforms online via Flexischools and your items will be delivered directly to your child’s classroom. If you need any help 
with sizes or advice, please call T: 5477 3457 and we will do our best to assist you. Alternatively, we are open Monday 7.30am to 
9.30am; Wednesday 7.30am to 9.30am and 2.00pm to 4.00pm; and Friday 7.30am to 9.30am. 
Due to the current Queensland Health restrictions, numbers inside the College Shop need to be controlled. We ask that you kindly 
wait outside until you are called into the shop. Your understanding is greatly appreciated.

http://www.scsdebating.com.au
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https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flexischools.com.au%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cveigelj%40immanuel.qld.edu.au%7C66a1cc8114424246ba2508d801e04a74%7Cb2f6d4a77b924a8c954ad210bdf7f1fe%7C0%7C0%7C637261410203773104&sdata=3KVhd485hYwylnG6KVrIDXK1gs%2Bb06we47gkD8PpyDk%3D&reserved=0


School TV
SPECIAL REPORT: Coronavirus - The Transition Back
As lockdown restrictions are slowly being lifted, we enter a time of transition and adjustment. The circumstances of this situation 
have significantly impacted us all. For some, it has been an opportunity to reflect on what is important, whilst others have embraced 
the opportunity to learn new things.
Many young people may be excited at the prospect of restrictions being lifted; others may feel mixed emotions. Reactions will differ 
depending on how well they cope with stress and change. Keeping a check on your child’s mental health and wellbeing as they 
adjust to new routines, will be vitally important.
There is still a lot of uncertainty ahead of us, so focusing on the things you can control or enjoy doing, or even value, can help 
establish predictability and familiarity for the whole family. Adult carers need to provide young people with reassurance by 
acknowledging any concerns and fears they may have at this time. Consider this to be a normal reaction. However, it may be best 
to focus more on their feelings and emotions, rather than the practicalities at this stage.
In this Special Report, we share a few ideas to help ease this time of transition and adjustment. We hope you take time to reflect on 
the information offered in this Special Report and if you do have any concerns about the wellbeing of your child, please contact the 
College for further information or seek medical or professional help.
Here is the link to your special report https://immanuel.qld.schooltv.me/wellbeing_news/special-report-coronavirus-transition-back



G R O W  M I N I S T R I E S  F A M I L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

In their book In their book The Five Love Languages The Five Love Languages 
of Childrenof Children, Gary Chapman and Ross , Gary Chapman and Ross 
Campbell suggest that people – children Campbell suggest that people – children 
and adults – express their love and receive and adults – express their love and receive 
expressions of love from others in five expressions of love from others in five 
distinct ways: through words, gifts, service, distinct ways: through words, gifts, service, 
time and touch. time and touch. 
In the previous edition of Grow Together we explored 
the language of physical touch. In this edition we will 
unpack what it looks like to give and express the love 
language of quality time. And given we are all spending 
a lot more time together as family in our homes, at 
present– what a great opportunity to engage with each 
other in this way. 
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Quality time is a parent’s (or grandparents) gift to a 
child, saying, ‘You are important. I like being with 
you.’ The most important factor in quality time is not 
so much what you do but your focused attention. 
Paul Tournier, often considered (one of) the twentieth 
century’s most famous Christian physician(s), wrote; 
‘To love is to give one’s time. We never give the 
impression that we care when we hurry’. 

Spending time with our children and with our families 
will help them to feel loved, secure, and safe, and 
creates many memories that will last a lifetime. 
What will be the gift your family remembers after 
this season? We pray you’ll find much inspiration, 
encouragement and comfort in this edition of  
Grow Together. 

www.5lovelanguages.com
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Connection through quality timeConnection through quality time  
LEARNING THE LANGUAGES OF LOVE

In the four editions of Grow Together this year, our prayer is that you find wonderful ways to connect with your children, and In the four editions of Grow Together this year, our prayer is that you find wonderful ways to connect with your children, and 
together as a family.  One of our deepest longings is to belong, and when we connect with others we gain a sense that we together as a family.  One of our deepest longings is to belong, and when we connect with others we gain a sense that we 

belong together. May these simple ideas and thoughts inspire you to connect in more purposeful ways with those around you. belong together. May these simple ideas and thoughts inspire you to connect in more purposeful ways with those around you. 

reprinted with permission of the author 



Verse to learn. Verse to learn. 
Copy, cut and place this Copy, cut and place this 
around your home this term…around your home this term…

Be Be stillstill  
and and 
knowknow  
that  that  
I am I am 
God.God.

PSALM 46:10  PSALM 46:10  

Equipping grandparents to connectEquipping grandparents to connect

          LOVE UNCONDIT IONALLYLOVE UNCONDIT IONALLY
Unconditional love is caring about the happiness of another person 
without any thought for what we might get for ourselves. Grandparents 
are so good at showing the love of Jesus to their grandchildren. Their 
HUGS are the best! Even virtual ones at the moment. Grandparents – ask 
how grandkids are going at school or with their friends. What are they 
happy or sad about at the moment? Pray for them – via zoom/FaceTime! 
Keep them in the loop of the goings on. Send photos just because. Buy 
them flowers just because. 

22

Parents are certainly the primary spiritual guides of their children, but research continues to tell us that grandparents’ influence also makes a difference too. In this edition we continue to share the significant role grandparents play in enhancing their grandchildren’s faith formation. 

“What children need most are the 
essentials that grandparents provide 

in abundance. They give unconditional 
love, kindness, patience, humour, 
comfort, lessons in life. And, most 

importantly, cookies.”  
– Rudolph Giuliani

Spiritual PracticeSpiritual Practice    
B R E AT H  P R AY E R S  F R O M  P S A L M  4 6 : 1 0B R E AT H  P R AY E R S  F R O M  P S A L M  4 6 : 1 0

Find a quiet place, gently close your eyes and take  
a few deep breaths. Prepare to pray the words of the  
Psalm in five consecutively diminishing sentences. 

Either aloud or quietly to yourself, say the words,  
“Be stil l and know that I am God.”“Be stil l and know that I am God.”

After a couple deep breaths, pray,  
“Be stil l and know that I am.”“Be stil l and know that I am.”
After a couple deep breaths, pray  

“Be stil l and know.”“Be stil l and know.”
After a couple deep breaths, pray,  

“Be stil l .”“Be stil l .”
After a couple deep breaths, pray,  

“Be.”“Be.”
When ready, pray,  

“Amen.”“Amen.”

This prayer can also be prayed with your family. The leader (not always an adult) says each phrase and the group repeats aloud after each consecutively diminishing phrase. The pause between each phrase can be lengthened depending on your need or the need of the group.



Processing the Pain Processing the Pain 
and seeking the Good and seeking the Good 
– a family practice for this time– a family practice for this time
We all require practices to make meaning from our 
experiences, to process the emotions and feelings 
we are wrestling with and to give language that helps 
express the current reality we find ourselves in. 

Put up two lists on the wall: One says Grateful, the 
other Loss. Each person lists their losses, because 
naming them is really important. Little things and big 
things. Kids camp is cancelled. We can’t go to church. 
Wondering if I will graduate from school? Will Grandpa 
get sick?

Also, list your gratitudes. Find things to be thankful 
for, and the little surprises that have come out of this 
disruption. What are the gifts you are discovering? 
Playing guitar again. Watching movies together. Not 
packing lunches every morning. Having devices to 
connect with friends.

This practice of naming both losses and gifts is 
important for a few reasons.

NAMING LOSS HELPS US BE  
HONEST ABOUT GRIEF. 

We don’t have to pretend like everything is just fine. 
We can name what’s lost, and lament it together. 
We can say, “That’s rough.” We can be sad. We can 
acknowledge sources of anger and irritability and 
sadness. A list of emotions might be a helpful tool 
here to help identify what people are feeling. 

NAMING LOSS KEEPS US FROM 
MINIMISING OR SILVER-LINING.

During this difficult time it can be easy to compare, 
minimise or downplay our response to others’ 
losses. We are all experiencing the impact of these 
changes differently and while our first response 
‘your life isn’t so bad’ statements might be true, 

they are unhelpful. It’s also useful if we can remove 
the words ‘at least’ from our vocabulary as we 
learn to practice empathy, urges Brené Brown. 
Saying “at least” is a way to try to add a silver-lining 
around a dark-cloud experience. Instead, most of 
us just want someone else to acknowledge that our 
experience is sad, and to be with us in our sadness 
for a while.

NAMING GRATITUDE PREVENTS  
US FROM DROWNING IN SORROW. 

We can be honest about what’s hard without 
getting stuck. Finding things to be thankful for is 
a well-researched practice that can help all of us 
manage both daily struggles and bigger challenges. 
As we discussed in our last edition, practicing 
thankfulness can increase positive emotions, 
sleep quality, and overall well-being. It’s especially 
important during this season that we look for the 
things that are going right in our lives when all feels 
wrong. What are the gifts of this season together as 
a family? 

The coming weeks and months will offer a lot 
to navigate within our homes. Continuing open 
conversations and being real about honouring the 
losses felt right now will be important work, while also 
preparing for a long work ahead.

Information for this article has been adapted from an 
article from Fuller Youth Institute, read the article in in 
its entirety here https://fulleryouthinstitute.org/blog/
naming-loss-and-gratitude-with-young-people

Parenting for Faith (an organisation in the UK) 
encourages all those involved in discipling children 
and young people through the ups and downs of 
everyday life. 

In particular, it equips parents to raise God-
connected children and teens who have a lasting 
and two-way relationship with God.  It’s a video-
based resource for individuals or communities. 

Go to www.parentingforfaith.org to watch for free!

1
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Resource to shareResource to share

https://fulleryouthinstitute.org/blog/naming-loss-and-gratitude-with-young-people


As we are currently in our homes on Sunday mornings,  
I wonder what this time can look like in your home?
•	 PHYSICAL - Have you set up a family altar space? This is a great 

physical reminder that God is everywhere, even in our homes! 
Get your family involved in what to place in this space. A candle 
and a Bible might be a good start. Add and change things as 
time goes on. 

•	 RESOURCES - Use Growing Faith at Home to read a Bible 
passage together, or use it just for the prayer or blessing. Take 
a small part and add it to your week. It’s free in the Church at 
Home resource pack #2 www.growministries.org.au

•	 SPIRITUAL – this gift of time affords us to ‘not just plant the 
words’ but also see God in the everyday, ordinary, sacred 
moments. In the worship song together, in the quiet walk, 
the hanging of the clothes, the setting of the sun, in the new 
meditation practice, the art collectively created. Let’s listen and 
see the work of God in each day. 

•	 WORSHIP – discuss what ‘church’ looks like, sounds like and 
involves. Invite the people in your family to be part of your own 
worship service where each person is invited to prepare and 
present a small section. A simple outline might follow; opening, 
confession & forgiveness, Bible readings & reflections, prayers & 
blessing. Add in your own songs wherever you decide!

The gathering together as congregation in worship on Sunday 
morning is a dress rehearsal for living a life in constant communion 
with God. We come together as the body of Christ to praise, 
thank, confess, accept forgiveness, listen for God, share our 
concerns with God, bless and encourage one another. 

Our task is to help children grasp not just what we do in worship 
but what it leads us to do every day.  We teach them that just as 
they can thank God with songs and prayers in church, they can 
go through every day with grateful hearts.  Likewise, if they can 
confess and be forgiven in the church, they just might be able to 
do it in the back seat of the car, the classroom, or at the dinner 
table.  Over time the patterns they learn in worship, become the 
patterns of their lives.  So we are not just inviting them to worship 
and to be the body of Christ (no small thing in itself), we are 
rehearsing them into the Christian life.  Not easy - but a worthy 
goal to ponder during this time we have together. 

Be blessed as you draw near to God and near to each other as 
family during this time. 

Your family might have to do some things 
differently due to physical distancing, but there 
are still many things you can do together. 

Here are some fun ways you can spend time 
together and build your relationships:

• Encourage your child to draw a picture for 
someone, then take a photo and send it to 
family or friends.

• Play family games together – you could try 
board games, 20 questions or charades 
When was the last time you played hide and 
seek as a family? Go on!

• Have a picnic in the garden or living room, or 
just lie on a rug outside together and watch 
the clouds

• Start a chapter book, and read one chapter 
each day. Or tell a story together – you can 
take turns to add the next instalment. 

• Turn on some music and have an indoor 
singing, lip sync or dance party. 

• Follow along to some YouTube exercise 
videos.

• Make and edit a short video together.
• Take a virtual tour of a gallery or historic place 

together.
• Go for a walk or bike ride together - remember 

your responsible distance from other people.
• Continue to establish one-on-one time with 

each child. This will deepen your relationship 
immensely and also provide an opportunity  
to share your faith. Mark a date in your 
calendar for this ‘date’ when you will have 
a milkshake or go for a walk together. Don’t 
forget the ‘Talk Time’ cards that we’ve 
also written to help you have meaningful 
conversations with your families. 

• Serve Together - use the ‘Serving Hands’ 
activity idea from the GIFT ‘Serving Together’ 
resource kit which can be found at  
www.growministries.org.au/ 
product/gift-serving-
together 

Family Quality  Family Quality  
Time IdeasTime Ideas

Worship at Home

For more information or subscriptions contact the Grow Ministries team 
e: growministries@lca.org.au   p: (08) 8267 7300   www.growministries.org.au

LUTHERAN CHURCH

OF AUSTRALIA
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